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How to Effectively Present Competitor Information in Your Pitch

Deck

Article

As a startup founder, presenting a competitor slide in your pitch deck can be intimidating. It’s

important to strike a balance between highlighting your strengths and acknowledging the
strengths of your competition. With a well-crafted competitor slide, you can demonstrate your
market knowledge, showcase your unique value proposition, and differentiate yourself from your
competitors. Here are some tips on how to create an effective competitor slide for your pitch deck.

Identify your top competitors

Before creating your competitor slide, it’s important to research and identify your top

competitors. Look for companies that offer a similar product or service to yours and operate in the
same market. You can use this information to create a comprehensive list of competitors that you
can reference in your pitch deck.

Highlight key differentiators

Once you’ve identified your competitors, you should highlight key differentiators that set your

product or service apart. This can include factors such as price, features, user experience, or
customer service. By highlighting your unique value proposition, you can demonstrate to investors
why your product or service is superior to your competitors.

Acknowledge your competition’s strengths

While it’s important to highlight your differentiators, it’s also important to acknowledge your

competition’s strengths. This can show investors that you have a deep understanding of the
market and the competitive landscape. It can also demonstrate that you’re not afraid of
competition and are willing to learn from and adapt tomarket changes.

Use visuals tomake your point

Incorporating visuals into your competitor slide can help tomake your point more effectively. This

can include graphs, charts, or images that illustrate the differences between your product or
service and your competitors. Visuals can also help to break up the text-heavy nature of a pitch
deck andmake your presentationmore engaging.

Be concise and clear
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When presenting your competitor slide, it’s important to be concise and clear in your messaging.

Avoid using overly technical language or industry jargon that may confuse or alienate investors.
Instead, focus on clear and simple language that highlights your key points.

By following these tips, you can create an effective competitor slide that showcases your market

knowledge, highlights your unique value proposition, and sets you apart from your competitors.
Remember that the goal of a competitor slide is not to tear down your competition, but rather to
show investors why your product or service is the best choice in the market. With a well-crafted
competitor slide, you can make a strong impression on investors and set your startup on the path
to success.

Agenda

Competitor

- A person, company, or organization that is in competition with others for the samemarket or

resources

- “We identified several competitors in the market, each with their own unique strengths and
weaknesses.”

Unique value proposition

- A clear statement that describes the benefit of a product or service and how it is different from

those offered by competitors

- “Our unique value proposition is that we offer a more affordable and user-friendly solution than our
competitors.”

Market knowledge

- An understanding of the dynamics, trends, and forces that shape a specificmarket or industry

- “We conducted extensive market research to gain a deeper understanding of the industry and our
competitors.”

Differentiator

- A feature or characteristic that distinguishes a product or service from its competitors

- “Our key differentiators are our low price point and superior customer service.”

Competitive landscape
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- The overall structure and dynamics of a specificmarket, including the competition, market size,

and customer needs

- “We analyzed the competitive landscape and identified several key trends that are driving growth in
the market.”

Visuals

- Images, graphs, or charts that are used to illustrate a point or communicate information visually

- “We included several visuals in our pitch deck to help investors better understand our product and the
competitive landscape.”

Messaging

- Theway in which information or amessage is conveyed to a particular audience ormarket

- “We refined our messaging to better resonate with our target audience and differentiate ourselves
from our competitors.”

Technical language

- Specialized language or jargon that is specific to a particular field or industry

- “We avoided using technical language in our pitch deck to ensure that our message was clear and easy
to understand for all investors.”

Concise

- Using fewwords to communicate amessage or idea clearly and effectively

- “Wemade sure that our competitor slide was concise and to the point, highlighting only the most
important information.”

Alienate

- To cause someone to feel isolated, distant, or disconnected from a group or community

- “We avoided using language or messaging that could potentially alienate certain investors or
customers.”

Discussion
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1. How do you approach identifying and analyzing your competitors in a newmarket, andwhat

strategies have you found to be effective in standing out from them in your pitch deck?

2.What are some commonmistakes that founders makewhen creating their competitor slide, and

how can you avoid these pitfalls to create amore compelling and effective pitch deck?

3. How do you tailor yourmessaging and visual aids to effectively communicate your unique value

proposition and differentiators to potential investors, while also avoiding alienating certain
audiences?
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